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With "simple search", your search terms are searched simultaneously in the most important fields (title, summary,
conference, etc.). The search term is automatically truncated: e.g. entering "wine" produces hits for „winery", "wine
quality", "wine law", "red wine", "white wine variety" etc., too. Several search terms (separated by spaces) entered
in one search field are automatically connected with AND. Only hits in which all search terms occur will be
displayed. If several search terms are entered in one search field separated by a comma (,), they are automatically
combined with OR. Articles in which different synonyms have been used, e.g. "aroma, taste, fragrance, sensory“ can
be found this way.
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Advanced Search

The detailed/advanced search enables you to perform more complex searches for specific terms in specific fields and
connecting different fields with each other. The search term is automatically truncated: e.g. entering "wine" produces
hits for „winery", "wine quality", "wine law", "red wine", "white wine variety" etc., too. Several search terms (separated
by spaces) entered in one search field are automatically connected with AND. Only hits in which all search terms occur
will be displayed. If several search terms are entered in one search field separated by a comma (,), they are automatically
combined with OR. The five search fields can be linked with Boolean operators "AND, OR, NOT".
"AND" Results contain all search terms entered in the respective search fields.
"OR" Results contain one or more of the search terms entered in the respective search field.
"NOT" Results do not contain this search term entered in the search field.
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After clicking the "Search" button, the hit list is displayed. "Open Access" articles are then directly available in full
text as PDF. A permanent link (e.g. DOI, URN) takes you to the original homepage of the article. You can select
individual hits or all hits of a page by clicking on "Select all" and then print or export them. Different export formats
(.ris; .txt; .xlsx) are available. You can also choose to export the whole record or only the bibliographic information
(author, title, source) plus summary.
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